defend four people accused of anti-
abortion, Rice, an outspoken opponent of
abortion,

Rice, a retired Marine Corps

by Anne gallagher

Senior Staff Reporter

"anyone who is introduced as
having a great sense of humor will
say," said Nemerov, award winning poet
and last night's guest at the Sophomore
literary Festival.

but the Pulitzer Prize winning au-
thor didn't appear to suffer at all
last night. he kept the audience laughing
as he read a variety of poems ranging
in topics from Ann Landers to the el-
derly reading pornography.

Nemerov opened with readings of
"literature" and "writing," works which he thought were particularly
suited for a literary festival.

These were followed by a reading of
"reading Pornography in Old
Age," a poem which portrays sex
and sexual terms as mundane and in-
sicere in "the laboring world of the
money and the garbage and the kids."

other poems of Nemerov's em-
ploy the very ordinary in order to be
specific. for example, "Pockets" describes the intricate life of the
commonplace items in a pocket, a
life typified by "little vagrant coins
only passing through...over and
around the erroneous zone."

Nemerov's biting humor didn't let
up reading "Poetics," a poem which he claimed is the answer to all
the questions people have been as-
king him this week, he described a
scene from an Ann Landers column
where a mother doing laundry and
weaving her son's football helmet
for protection from a leaking pipe,
has her privacy invaded by the me-
ter reader. Although comical, the
poem ended on a thoughtful note
which quizzed the audience on the
purpose of life.

thought provoking humor wasn't
just found in the poems alone. Nemerov read a number of riddles
he had written on a bus, stuck in a
snowstorm in Maine.

the point of riddles, he said, is to
figure out the answers so that they
are no longer puzzling but mysteri-
one. "They are like Christmas," he
said, "the farther away, the closer it is."

All Nemerov's readings weren't
centered around humor. Some, like
a poem dedicated to a friend who
died as a pilot in World War II, were
serious in tone and full of emotional
feeling. "To joy, Our Student, Bid-
ning Adieu," is a personal poem in
which Nemerov wrote of a graduate
student who died tragically while
still in school.

Yet Nemerov is best known for
the sense of humor in his writing,
which seemed to have been recognized by last night's audience.
"There's probably no lower literary
talent than humorous writing -
there may be others, but...," said
Nemerov. "I don't mind being funny,
but I mean it."

Born in New York City and a
graduate of Harvard University,
Nemerov is currently the Mid-
linkrodt distinguished Professor of
English at Washington University
in St. Louis. Commenting that he
enjoyed himself so much last night,
he said, "With such a friendly audi-
cence, maybe I ought to live here."

the Sophomore Literary Festival
continues today with a workshop in

O'Gara to assume Welch chair in 1985-86
by John hines

Staff reporter

Following such distinguished
men of letters as garry wills and
mark helprin, o'Gara, editor of com-
morandum magazine, James O'Gara,
has been appointed the W. Harold
and Mary Welch Professor of
American studies.

university provost, timothy
O'Meara announced the appoint-
ment this week. O'Gara will begin
teaching in the fall.

O'Gara retired last year as editor
after 32 years on the wall of com-
morandum, a journal of catholic lay
opinion. He has served in editorial
positions on the catholic worker, today,
and the voice of st. jude. He also has taught sociology at
The Observer

In Brief

Director of Residence Life and Housing at Saint Mary's, Patricia Rosenweig, has been awarded NASPA's Award for most outstanding program during National College Alco-
hol Awareness Week. The award was announced Jan. 29, 1985, and will be presented to Rosenweig April 1, 1985, in Portland, Oregon. The Alcoholic Awareness Week was sponsored at Saint Mary's Oct. 1-6, 1984. The program was part of a national effort to call attention to the use and abuse of alcohol on American college campuses. The program stressed both campus and community involvement and was sponsored by the Alcohol Education Council, the Governor's Task Force on Drunk Driving, student government, and the Division of Student Affairs. - The Observer

Weear your seat belts, Missouri. That was the word yesterday from the state's legislature when it made Missouri the 43rd state to pass a bill requiring drivers and front-

seats passengers to wear seat belts. The bill now awaits the signature of Gov. John Ashcroft, who is expected to sign it soon. New York, New Jersey, Illinois and Michigan have enacted similar laws, and several other state legislators are considering them in response to a federal initiative. The U.S. government has threatened to require automakers to install passive-restraint air bags in cars if states contain-
taining two-thirds of the nation's population do not pass seat belt laws by 1990. -AP

A former Libyan ambassador to Austria and an opponent of Col. Muammar Khaddafi was shot and was reportedly wounded yesterday in Vienna, Austria, police reported. A police spokesman saidDearid Ghadamis was rushed to a hospital. The nature of his injuries were not immediately known. The attack oc-
curred on a Vienna street, police said. Some reports said he was shot in front of the former Libyan ambassador's residence. The police spokesman said Ghadamis was "deposed" as Libyan ambassador by Khadafi several years ago. -AP

Of Interest

The issue is unionization. The South Bend school district secretaries are not being allowed to unionize. They are taking their case to the South Bend school board this evening at 7:30 at Lafayette School. 2145 N. Lombardi Dr. Transportation will be available for anyone interested in attending this meeting. Call Rob Schulz at 254-6051. - The Observer

The Notre Dame French Club will celebrate Mass and dinner this Sunday in Pasquerilla East. The cost for the dinner is $3. RSVP by today to get lunch. - The Observer

The 11th Annual Phone-a-Thon at Saint Mary's will take place March 4-7 from 6 to 10 p.m. in 603 Hagar College Center. The goal for this year is to raise $75,000 for the Annual Fund. Individuals and groups wishing to help may call Julie Strazzabosco at 284-5229. - The Observer

An Tostal '85 Anyone interested in helping with the week's activities (i.e. mud pit, bookstore basketball, jam, dating game, pie throwing, etc.) should attend a meeting Sunday night at 7:15 in the library Auditorium. - The Observer

The Notre Dame French Club will celebrate Mass and dinner this Sunday in Pasquerilla East. The cost for the dinner is $3. RSVP by today to get lunch. - The Observer

Drops in college board exam scores are not the fault of poor schools. Research reported in Psychology Today found scores of 110 for each additional child in a family. Thus, the larger families popular in the '60s caused the test score decline and the smaller families of the '70s account for the recent trend of higher scores. - The Observer

Weather

It will be nice tomorrow, with partly sunny skies and cool temperatures. The temperature high will be around 40. Increasing

cloudiness and mild today. High in the mid to upper 70s. Becoming partly cloudy and a little colder tonight, with a low in the upper 20s. -AP

The Observer

The Observer (1979 995 2-800) is published Monday through Friday and on home football Sundays, except during exam and vacation periods. The Observer is published by the students of the Express Publishing Company. Saint Mary's College subscriptions may be purchased for 480 per year (300 per half year) by enclosing a check or money order. The listener may receive a complimentary subscription to the Observer F.O. Box 97, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556. The Observer is a member of The Observer is published, the Observer reserves all rights. - The Observer

No meat on Friday is simply religious discrimination

Religious discrimination. It's an ugly concept, but it exists at Notre Dame.

I came across an article about denying non-Catholic religious groups the opportunity to gather in campus facilities, although that is a prime example. And I am not

an article about the harassment of non-Catholic faculty members, although that is something which is likely to adversely affect all Notre Dame students before they

graduate. That is something which hits us all much more deeply: the lack of meat in dining halls on Fridays. Believe it or not, there are persons at Notre Dame who may refuse to eat meat if they do not have a reason to abstain from meat on Friday. They probably do not understand this strange Church rule. Many Catholics do not com-

pletely understand this strange Church rule. I am one of them, but I have no objection to following it.

Some small spark of self-respect, buried deep inside where the administration's in loco parentis has been unable to extinguish it, presents this treatment. This is probably the same primal craving which induces me to do my own laundry on oc-

sions. So if I respect my mother's feelings, a chicken sand-

wich. That is the point. I give nothing up by not going to the Huddle, since I would not make a trip there. There is no virtue in not doing something one would not normally do.

Those several hundred non-Catholics could certainly go to the Huddle; a dollar and a half is too much to pay for a poll tax, if you are already having another religious imposition upon them. A dollar and a half wasn't so much for a poll tax either, too expensive for a disciplinary action. This may seem like a very esoteric argument, but I have heard complaints about the meatless Fridays from Lent of my freshman year. Many of these have come from people who do not like fish or manicotti cheese. I'd admit that manicotti is not my favorite, but fish is tolerable. Arguing that one doesn't like fish is not valid. There are lots of things at the dining hall we don't like, and so do I. That's life in the big house. I have never heard an argument regarding the dining hall policy that made much sense. It only seems to be some other example of regulation designed to prevent stu-

dents from maturing. After graduation, there will be no

right to the use and abuse of alcohol on American college campuses. The Alcohol

Awareness Week was sponsored at Saint Mary's Oct.

1-6, 1984. The program was part of a national effort to call attention to the use and abuse of alcohol on American college campuses. The program stressed both campus and community involvement and was sponsored by the Alcohol Education Council, the Governor's Task Force on Drunk Driving, student government, and the Division of Student Affairs. - The Observer
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Tom

Tom Mowle

Day Chief

The Observer encourages the free expres-

sion of opinions through letters to the editor. Letters should be brief (approximately 250 words) and typed whenever possible. Al-

let's be signed (although the author's name need not be published) and should include a phone number at which the author may be reached. Letters are published on a space-available basis. Letters are edited to correct errors in grammar and for space con-

siderations. - The Observer

Sobering Advice can save a life

Sag," Piersce Restaurant

The Best in Aged Steaks

120 N. Main Street

Downtown, Mishawaka

255-7772

for reservations

Lunch 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

Dinner 5:00 p.m.

Closed Sundays & Holidays

The Place To Be...

In the coming years, service industries will present one of the fastest-growing sectors of the American economy. If you're interested in applying your management degree than Saga Foodservice is the right choice for you. Saga Corporation is the leader in foodservice for colles and universities, hospitals or restaurants.

Find out more about a $1 billion foodservice leader whose plans for further growth depend on the cooperation, interest, and talent you are offering in your management studies. Saga representatives will be at Notre Dame on March 11th. With a Placement Office to arrange your interview.

Meet Saga Corporation

Monday, March 11

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
Key punch

Kevin Cronin, not the lead singer of REO Speedwagon but a sophomore from Stanford Hall, displays his skill at the keyboard. Cronin is a member of the Notre Dame Jazz Band, which performed last night in the Nazz.

U.S. trade deficit jumps 28 percent in January, but exports hit high

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The United States foreign trade deficit hit $10.3 billion in January, a 28 percent jump from the previous month, as a flood of imports swamped the country's best export performance in more than three years, the government said yesterday.

Analysts said a rebounding U.S. economy and the strong dollar led to the import gains and they predicted those factors would combine to ensure America's trading woes would worsen further this year.

The Commerce Department said the January deficit was up from an $8 billion deficit in December as imports rose 9.2 percent, to a new total of $97.9 billion, the highest monthly figure since last September. Exports rose by a smaller 1.4 percent in January but the monthly total of $41.6 billion was the highest monthly figure since U.S. firms sold $41.55 billion abroad in September 1984.

However, analysts discounted part of the export growth, saying it was the result of a surge in auto parts sales to Canada following a strike-related slowdown in productions in previous months.

Commerce Secretary Malcolm Baldrige, viewing the bleak January figures, predicted that the U.S. trade deficit this year would hit $41.6 billion, up sharply from last year's record deficit of $12.3 billion.

Baldrige blamed the deterioration on the continued strength of the dollar plus expected further growth in domestic imports. Exports rose by a smaller 1.4 percent in January but the monthly total of $41.6 billion was the highest monthly figure since U.S. firms sold $41.55 billion abroad in September 1984.

You have to have a substantial basis to do it, a basis other than, you didn't like the first result," she said.

O'Neill, who said he planned to speed it to the House Wednesday, and O'Neill said he likely would veto the measure if it reaches his desk in its current form, O'Neill told reporters, "We'll give him the opportunity." O'Neill draws the battle line

WASHINGTON - House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. yesterday said the House will set up a showdown conference to work out differences in the two bodies' versions.

O'Neill said yesterday the House would set up a showdown conference to work out differences in the two bodies' versions.

Bernhard Goetz

In an interview with The New York Times at his apartment Wednesday, Goetz said his statements "were essentially accurate," but did not elaborate. Goetz spoke general about what he says is the need for citizens to arm themselves. His lawyer, Barry Schwartz, said the statements were "a bill of particulars taken out of context from the full set of circumstances. Please don't look to an out-of-context statement for a determination of his actions."
Mechanics and baggage handlers go on strike at Pan Am

Associated Press

NEW YORK - Mechanics and baggage handlers went on strike at Pan Am on Monday, sending thousands of stranded passengers to competing airlines.

The TWU struck after rejecting a contract offer on March 1, which included a 20 percent wage increase over three years plus bonuses, in return for increased productivity and reduced health and pension benefits.

"I think it is going to be a long walkout," said the union's airline division director, John Kerrigan, who announced the strike of 5,753 mechanics, baggage handlers, flight dispatchers and food service workers at about 12:30 p.m. yesterday.

Normally, Pan Am operates about 400 flights daily, carrying 39,000 passengers to 89 cities on six continents, Hanlon said.

It had scheduled 15 flights yesterday, only one of them domestic - out of airports in San Francisco, New York, Los Angeles and Miami, Hanlon said.

"They just stranded us in Orlando," said Rose Simon, who had been on a flight from New York to Miami. "We got some passengers to gather and hired a car to drive to Miami, and they sent my baggage to Tampa."

In Los Angeles, more than 500 people with Pan Am tickets gathered in the airport terminal, said police Sgt. Patrick Turner. In Detroit, more than 100 were transferred to other airlines.

More than 1,000 management personnel replaced ticket agents and reservation clerks who stayed out with the TWU, Hanlon said.

Taped messages recorded by Pan Am advised stranded passengers to seek alternate flights.

The union says a 14 percent wage increase is proposed in 1982, when Pan Am faced bankruptcy, has yet to be restored.

Pan Am had a pre-tax operating loss of $106.7 million last year. It has not made a profit since 1980, and has cut more than 8,000 jobs in the past five years.
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Reagan administration said yesterday it is "perfectly willing" to talk with Nicaragua, but the president's lawyers "are perfectly willing" to meet carefully to what he says," Shultz was "perfectly willing" to meet to 100 Cuban military advisers and impose a moratorium on the arms war system.

"It is relevant to ask why they bother," Vice President George Bush told the Austin Counsel on Foreign Relations in Texas. He said the 100 advisers are about 1 percent of the Cubans in Nicaragua and that the army cannot absorb new weapons now.

On the face of it, Bush said in a speech, the steps taken by Ortega do not appear to represent significant moves.

But Secretary of State George Shultz, flying to Ecuador, said he was "perfectly willing" to meet with Ortega next week when they attend the inauguration of Uruguayan President Julio Sanguinetti in Montevideo. "I'll listen carefully as I hear he says," Shultz said.

U.S. Nicaragua relations were being "agonizingly" towed by a boat before Ortega announced his "unilateral initiatives and decisions" in Managua on Wednesday night, producing a salvo although shelled response from the administration.

Shultz said that in view of the "several thousand" Cuban military advisers in Nicaragua, the withdrawal of 100 would only be a "token" gesture.

"But if the token is something that will lead to rather massive reductions, that's something else," he said.

As for the weapons-system freeze, Shultz said there has been a "rather massive build-up of hardware" in Nicaragua "and it may well be they've gotten what they needed. Anyway, if there is a cease in the military build-up then that's welcome."

President Reagan and Shultz, possibly in a campaign to gain congressional approval of renewed aid to Cuba, in Nicaragua, have challenged the legitimacy of Ortega's government and suggested they would like to see it overthrown.

The Nicaraguan leader had accused the administration in turn, of "aggravating the climate of tension in the region" through a campaign of calumnies and lies. "Congress halted covering U.S. aid to Nicaragua, he said, six months ago. The administration is seeking $14 million, with

**solution of the problems and to eliminate the alternative of war and increase the possibilities of peace."

He invited a bipartisan congressional committee to an unrestricted visit to confirm that Nicaragua's military is strictly defensive, said he was willing to meet Ortega today if it is expected to deal with the issue until it resolves another controversy.

"perfectly willing" to talk with Nicaragua. Vice President George

Associated Press

MANAGUA, Nicaragua - Nicaragua's offer to stop its military buildup in exchange for renewed talks with the United States reflects the pressure created by isolation, a shrunken economy, war and growing domestic discontent.

The leftist Sandinista government, which sided with Cuba and the Soviet bloc soon after it seized power in July 1979, now finds itself isolated from formerly friendly nations in Western Europe and Latin America.

It also is being squeezed economically by the United States, which cut off aid late last year and long before it had committed any money to Nicaragua.

President Daniel Ortega made a series of moves this week designed to please the United States and bring it back to bilateral talks it suspended in January.

Ortega was almost conciliatory when he said of the proposals: "We hope President Reagan considers them and accepts them and contributes to a peaceful solution of the problem and to the elimination of the alternative of war and increase the possibilities of peace."

He added, "Is that any comfort at all?"

The group presented petitions asking Congress to investigate the government's conduct and said the Senate will indeed hold such hearings.

The Reagan administration, which strongly supports the governments of El Salvador and Guatemala, has sent a countermob to Nicaragua to push those countries on grounds that they exist to the United States for economic reasons, not of fear of persecution at home but as an issue.

Administration officials defend the ambitions of American church workers - and the use of infiltrators with concealed tape recorders - as part of their obligation to pursue people suspected of breaking laws concerning illegal aliens.

However, the church leaders said many of the refugees would appear well qualified for asylum on the basis of terror and persecution or a well-founded fear of persecution in their homeland. They said it was an American's legal right, if not obligation, to protect refugees from conditions of torture in their home country.

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Bitterly Reacting strongly to recent ar­

Washington Post

"This was a major and well-organized operation, indicating our ability to strike where and when we decide," the White House statement said. Police said the mortars were fired by remote control from the back of a hijacked truck parked several blocks from the police post, which is located in the center of the major Roman Catholic town and business district.

Roman Catholics of New York mounted a defense of its landmarked diocesan headquarters in Hell's Kitchen, the capital, that its fighters carried out the attack.

"This was a major and well-organized operation, indicating our ability to strike where and when we decide," the White House statement said. Police said the mortars were fired by remote control from the back of a hijacked truck parked several blocks from the police post, which is located in the center of the major Roman Catholic town and business district.

Roman Catholics of New York mounted a defense of its landmarked diocesan headquarters in Hell's Kitchen, the capital, that its fighters carried out the attack.
Cells that protect body may lead to cancer

Associated Press

BOSTON - Germ-killing blood cells that ordinarily protect the body from disease can also cause cancer in lab animals, and that may explain why years of chronic inflammation heighten people's risk of some kinds of tumors, researchers say.

Their work, conducted at Massachusetts General Hospital, provides clues to the origins of a variety of common human malignancies, including cancers of the colon, lung and breast.

The white cells, called phagocytes, are the body's foot soldiers and garbage cleaners. They surround bacteria and other germs and kill them, and they also gobble up worn-out normal cells. In the course of both of these duties, they release toxic chemicals known as free radicals.

The new work suggests these same chemicals can damage ordinary tissue and even make it turn cancerous if the exposure persists for a long time.

So far they have observed this effect in the test tube and in mice, providing indirect evidence, they say, that the same thing may be happening in people.

"There has long been known to be an association between chronic inflammation and cancer," said Dr. Thomas Stossel, one of the researchers.

One example is ulcerative colitis, a chronic bowel inflammation that constantly bathes the bowel with phagocytes. During the first 20 years of this disease, the cancer risk is relatively low. But then the rate of colon cancer rises quickly.

When people smoke cigarettes, bits of soot become lodged in the lungs, and phagocytes roam about, eating them up.

"It's possible that the association between lung cancer and smoking is in part due to these radicals," Stossel said in an interview.

Throughout the body, cells are constantly wearing out and being replaced. This turnover is especially rapid in the ducts of the female breast, where new tissue is built every month.

Essential to this process are the phagocytes, which cart away the dead cells. The researchers believe that, over time, this constant exposure to free radicals could contribute to the development of breast cancer.

Hand surgery

Roger De Wendt of Holland recuperates in a Louisville, KY, hospital following surgery to repair his hand which was damaged during an escalator accident. Doctors transplanted joints from the boy's toes to his knuckles during this rare surgery. Citizens of Holland donated newspapers and proceeds from their recycling to help pay for the surgery.

Purdue team finds secrets of blood

Associated Press

WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. - A Purdue University research team has discovered how the body rids itself of old blood, a breakthrough that may prolong the shelf-life of blood stored in blood banks.

The team, headed by Phillip Low, chemistry professor, may have unraveled one of the mysteries of aging by learning how the body recognizes and removes old cells from circulation. Understanding that process also may improve treatment for diseases such as sickle cell anemia, Low said.

"Scientists have long recognized there are antibodies designed to remove old cells from circulation. What we didn't know was how the antibodies distinguished old cells from younger cells," Low explained.

A report of the team's findings was published in the February issue of Science magazine by Low and coworkers Stephen Waugh, Karen Zinke and Detlev Drenckhahn.

The team discovered changes occurring in the composition of aging red blood cells that trigger a reaction from antibodies, which absorb the cells and remove them from circulation.

Low traced a series of subtle changes in cells that had circulated an average of 120 days. When the cell ages, hemoglobin, the protein carrying oxygen from the lungs to tissues, changes form and causes another key body protein known as band three, to cluster within the cell membrane, Low explained.

"The presence of these clusters provides the recognition site for antibodies directed against aging cells," Low said. "The antibodies then bind to the cell and trigger its removal from circulation."

Low believes a similar process occurs to remove abnormal cells, such as those present in the disease known as sickle cell anemia.

"A number of diseases caused by unstable hemoglobins seem to promote an accelerated aging process," Low said. "In these instances, the hemoglobin denatures earlier, resulting in band three clustering and the consequent premature removal of blood cells."
Dear Editor:

I deplore, like all law-abiding citizens, the recent bombings of abortion clinics and agree that the perpetrators should be punished to the fullest extent of the law. No one has the right for another and vice versa. This may not seem a terribly radical concept, but actually it is. How many times have we encountered another viewpoint and emphatically denied it as "wrong"? We've all done that, and have all had prejudices towards people who hold certain viewpoints we see as wrong, either morally or practically.

An example of a "moral" issue might be homosexuality. There are many who feel that homosexuality is morally wrong. Some even discriminate against homosexuals by not hiring them because of their sexual preference and others abuse them verbally or physically.

Those with a little more tolerance may not like homosexuality and even think it wrong. In this case, discrimination is not moral. Rather, they judge a person by his or her character and personality.

The point being homosexuality may not be right for you, indeed you may think it "wrong," but a value judgment such as this is only valid for you personally. A good example of a "practical" issue is nuclear arms. Many argue that to have nuclear war is wrong from a practical (and moral) standpoint if the human race is to survive. The more weapons we have, some say, the more likely we are to kill ourselves.

Yet others argue with just as much conviction that nuclear weapons are necessary for survival. If we are to survive, some say, we must be strong enough to deter aggression.

Which is right and which is wrong? It basically doesn't matter in our society. In a dic­tatorship it would matter because everything would work according to one policy. But in our society, everyone helps decide the rules, so beliefs and values must be compromised. This is the prize to pay for being able to have different beliefs. I believe it to be a small one.

I also believe the key to success and happiness in our society is to be tolerant. Tolerant of other's beliefs, actions and habits (so long as they don't infringe upon other's rights), even though they may be vastly different from our own.

The point being homosexuality may not be right for you, indeed you may think it "wrong," but a value judgment such as this is only valid for you personally. A good example of a "practical" issue is nuclear arms. Many argue that to have nuclear war is wrong from a practical (and moral) standpoint if the human race is to survive. The more weapons we have, some say, the more likely we are to kill ourselves.

Yet others argue with just as much conviction that nuclear weapons are necessary for survival. If we are to survive, some say, we must be strong enough to deter aggression.

Which is right and which is wrong? It basically doesn't matter in our society. In a dic­tatorship it would matter because everything would work according to one policy. But in our society, everyone helps decide the rules, so beliefs and values must be compromised. This is the prize to pay for being able to have different beliefs. I believe it to be a small one.

I also believe the key to success and happiness in our society is to be tolerant. Tolerant of other's beliefs, actions and habits (so long as they don't infringe upon other's rights), even though they may be vastly different from our own.

The point being homosexuality may not be right for you, indeed you may think it "wrong," but a value judgment such as this is only valid for you personally. A good example of a "practical" issue is nuclear arms. Many argue that to have nuclear war is wrong from a practical (and moral) standpoint if the human race is to survive. The more weapons we have, some say, the more likely we are to kill ourselves.

Yet others argue with just as much conviction that nuclear weapons are necessary for survival. If we are to survive, some say, we must be strong enough to deter aggression.

Which is right and which is wrong? It basically doesn't matter in our society. In a dic­tatorship it would matter because everything would work according to one policy. But in our society, everyone helps decide the rules, so beliefs and values must be compromised. This is the prize to pay for being able to have different beliefs. I believe it to be a small one.

I also believe the key to success and happiness in our society is to be tolerant. Tolerant of other's beliefs, actions and habits (so long as they don't infringe upon other's rights), even though they may be vastly different from our own.

The point being homosexuality may not be right for you, indeed you may think it "wrong," but a value judgment such as this is only valid for you personally. A good example of a "practical" issue is nuclear arms. Many argue that to have nuclear war is wrong from a practical (and moral) standpoint if the human race is to survive. The more weapons we have, some say, the more likely we are to kill ourselves.

Yet others argue with just as much conviction that nuclear weapons are necessary for survival. If we are to survive, some say, we must be strong enough to deter aggression.
Recruitment takes all forms under the domes

Kathy Weber
features staff writer

From the roaring crowd at a big basketball game to the steady thumping of jogger's feet circling the track, Notre Dame's Athletic and Convocation Center has something for everyone.

Throughout the long, cold months of January and February, students frequently complain that, aside from the books, there is nothing to do. As victims of South Bend blizzards, students find themselves confined to campus, enduring the endless routine of classes, studies and dining hall meals.

While the need for adequate social space on campus magnifies during winter, there are some alternatives. One of the best places to meet people in non-academic atmospheres is the ACC.

Opened in December 1968, this multi-purpose recreational facility offers daily activities for both students and faculty.

The ACC is basically a double-dome structure. The north dome, the Field House, holds the ice rink, the track, three indoor tennis courts, a boxing room and three volleyball courts.

The other dome, the Arena, is the site of the basketball courts, the wrestling room, eight handball courts, a Monogram Room, and various locker rooms.

Outside facilities include 24 tennis courts, a track, and numerous fields for football, soccer, baseball and other sports.

The ACC is always a hub of activity. A typical day finds various sports teams juggling different practice schedules on the ice, tennis courts, track and weight rooms.

For the non-varsity athlete, Non-Varsity Athletics sponsors a wide variety of organized recreational activities, including tennis and handball tournaments, aerobics classes, and swimming tournaments.

For those who want to join the fitness craze but prefer individual activities, the track and second floor concourse are usually available for jogging. With just five laps of the concourse or eight of the track you can say you jogged one mile. If none of this is appealing, a visit to the ACC can still be an enriching experience just by browsing through the display cases.

Located on second floor along the concourse are a series of trophy cases and exhibits highlighting Notre Dame football, basketball and other sports.

You can relive the 1977 National Championship meet Moose Krause, learn about Notre Dame Heisman trophy winners, or the olympians in Notre Dame history. One display even pictures past celebrities who have been guests at the ACC--including Ronald Reagan, Bob Hope, Jimmy Carter and Elton John.

As a facility built for multiple uses, the ACC is an enormous complex offering things to do for all interests. On a snowy day, or an uneventful evening take some time and utilize the building--go jogging, bring a date ice skating, or just go exploring.

The hours of the ACC are from 7 a.m. to 1 a.m. on weekdays, 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. on Saturday, and 10 a.m. to 11 p.m. on Sunday--providing ample time for these or any other activities.

ACC Facilities

Ice Rink

The ice rink in the north dome of the ACC is open for free skating from noon to 1 p.m. on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. It is also open on Friday and Saturday nights from 7 to 10 and Sunday and Saturday from 1:30 to 5:30 p.m. The cost for these sessions is $1 and an additional $1 for skate rental.

Ice Rink Pro Shop

The shop sells Notre Dame sportswear, hockey and skating equipment. The shop is open Monday through Friday from noon to 9:30 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Track

The track is open daily for jogging but is unavailable during varsity track practices from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. weekdays.

Aerobics

Aerobics classes are offered to men and women Monday through Thursday. Monday and Wednesday classes are at 4 and 5:10 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday classes are at 4:45 p.m. Fees are $4 per half semester or $6 per semester.

Gyms

The gyms are usually available for informal activities (basketball games) during hours the ACC is open and if no previous events are scheduled.

Handball and squash courts

The handball and squash courts are available during ACC operating hours. For reservations call 238-5267 one day prior to date desired.
I wonder where the Catholic Church went wrong?

It was the Good News of salvation. The Lord promised he would send the Holy Spirit to be a teacher. Apostles and disciples deplored the errors which all the other errors flow?

Easter Faith. The Lord promised he was going on. Perhaps the wrong mistakes even then?

Were they victims of the errors of the early Christians died for the faith. But perhaps the wrong teaching, and sacraments - as simplified history.

It seems to me that every denomination survives on the church's mainline traditions - including the Catholic Bible, creeds, teaching, and sacraments - as though the doctors of the church were depended on the wealth inherited from the churches, and He will never be finished with all of us are one, and we will fulfill the living idea of the Mystical Body. But if the church is always wrong, we might as well give up our Bible and our celebration of Easter. If the sex therapists on television are smarter than the Pope, we can perhaps up on the idea of marriage as a sacrament. We can throw out the theology that death and pain are related to the will of God. We can strip our mythology of any hope attached to cross or crib of the living symbolism of forced and woe.

Part of the ordained human element, I'm one of the "fat cats," a person who has been a victim in the pecking order. Types like me have spent 20 years since Vatican II having our status as magicians demystified. I'm never bothered when scholars prove that any number can play because every Christian is empowered to proclaim that the inspiration of a Eucharist or to declare the forgiveness of sins. When they ordain women I'll be present with the sacramental laying on of hands. But when critics throw brickbats, I would like to see that they have love on their minds. The basic metaphor of the church is that Christ is the Vine, and we are the branches, and love is the grace keeping us all alive.

I'm the servant of a wicked old hippopotamus that loves ruin in its wake. Inquisitions and crusades are grisly, and the popes wouldn't be any fun to work for a negro smoking a pipe and wearing a medal around his neck.

It's the church that the Lord gave us as the mother of churches that honor Christ. The original error may have been God's error when He stalled her with sinners. Sinners, on the other hand, are our reason for existence and will always be a part of the Notre Dame/Saint Mary's production Mycenae.

Church this weekend will be:

- Father Robert Griffin 5:15 p.m.
- Father David Tyson at 12:15 p.m.
- Father James McDonald at 10:30 a.m.
- Father Donald O'Keefe at 9:00 a.m.

Performances will be tonight and tomorrow night at 8 in Washington Hall. Tickets, priced at $3, may be reserved by calling 284-6620 weekdays or 239-5048 on performance nights.

Tonight at Chautauqua, the 13th annual recital will begin at 10 a.m. with starting with Father Robert Griffin at 9:15 a.m. and semi-formal attire is requested for this special event. All are encouraged to come and enjoy the music provided by the Notre Dame Jazz Band from 9 to 2. Admission to the ball will be $5.
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- Father Robert Griffin at 5:15 p.m.
- Father George Whitehead at 9 a.m.
- Father James McDonald at 10:30 a.m.
- Father David Tyson at 12:15 p.m.
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LOST: A POUND BROWN LEATHER MANS SIZE 8 SHOE. Picked up by two men on the 2nd floor of the A.C. at around 10:30 p.m. If lost, please call 232-9005.

NOTICES

TIPPING CALL CHRIS 234-6897
TIPPING AVAILABLE 251-0162

EXPERIENCED TIPPER WANTED CALL 272-6867

EXPERIENCED TRIMMER CALL MR. CORSO 230-3824

WORKPROCESSING 277-6465

Student Available for babysitting: Loves Food and Coffee. Will babysit 7 am to 9 pm.

ALL YOU PARTY ANIMALS THERE IS A PARTY IN JAMM THIS SATURDAY AND ANYONE WHO LIKES TO HAVE FUN COME TO THE PARTY WITH THE "ENTERTAINERS"

VOTE BEAVER

FOR OC COMMITTEE

OR TOGETHER AS ONE

LOST/FOUND

LOST: My seamstress jacket under the desk at the ACC. It is brown leather and has zip pockets. Found after the Pangborn-Alumni game 11 February. Call Sue at 5:00 p.m. at Tim 620-4376.

Lost: My glasses that are blue and gold-rimmed. Thursday night in the A.C. I folded the blue frame without my glasses and put it on the desk. Call 232-8142.

Gold Earring. Beavercroft or Coffee Street 8111. Call to Carryham.


Lost: a pair of glasses I picked up from a fellow student on the way to class. Please call me at the University.

FIND LOST CHEST: Watch left in car at the corner of 4th Street and Taylor.

TO WHOMSOEVER TAKES MY WALLET FROM THE ROCKEY ROOMS—you will not escape justice.

KNOW who to talk to. Call 234-8997

LOST & FOUND (OFFICE OR 528 FLANNING) 1 APPRECIATE IT VERY MUCH.

PERSONAL

BARELY TWO WEEKS BEFORE OUR FLIGHT. ................................................................. 616-782-3207.
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**Bengal Bouts start on Sunday**

By JOE BRUNETTI

When the 5th Bengal Bouts commence Sunday night Portalz "The Fight Doctor" Pacheco won't be at ringside and "Marvelous" Marvin Hagler won't be laying up his gloves. Instead of the sight being Las Vegas, it will be the site of the city and instead of monsters like Hagler in the ring there will be many first-year boxers. But that is all irrelevant.

The Bengal Bouts, since their inception in 1968, have been "Nappy." Napolitano 55 years ago, have never had to be a glamorous event with top-rankers. What the Bengals were televised on NBC, for a few years that was not really their element. They have always been a charity event meant to serve the Bengal missions in Bangladesh, and the spirit and the enthusiasm that they bring.

That is all.

By JOE "Tank" McNamara will at attempt to defeat Don Antrobus at 167 lbs. The "Tank" McNamara will feature Denny Coleman versus Chris Reed and Steve Freschi against Manager Mike Latz.

Newcomer Grant "Gale" Force will feature Chad Beatty versus Jim Ackerson.

In the heavyweight class, Jim "The Unknown" Vizovig will have to beat Brian Keenan to advance to the semis, and veteran Ken Munro will have to defeat Kevin "Va Va Voom" Althoff to get to the finals.

In all, all the action promises to be furious from the start.

By MIKE SYZMANSKI

The Notre Dame men's track team will travel to Princeton with 14 of its 20 eligible members and the sure of the club and the best-skilled wrestlers.

The 3700 NCAA tournament seats will be filled for the quarter- and semifinal rounds and $5 for adults and $3 for students.

The Irish will need their best performances in order to place.

By JOE BRUNETTI

When Fran McCann's Irish wrestling squad step onto the mat this weekend, the Northerns in Oklahoma City, something the wrestlers on McCann's squad have yet to experience. However, for McCann's wrestlers that goal will not be one easily attained. According to the Irish coach Joe Paine, because they run with each other and work toward the finish of 16, the match with tough competition.

The most difficult match for McCann's wrestlers, it could be the last meet of their collegiate careers. Captain Phil Baty, Don Heinzelman, and Gay Lockhart are all facing that reality.

"They're seniors, but it's hard to tell because they have been so in consistent in the past," says McCann. "This is the most consistent group of his three seniors' chance of making Nationals." You always have to have a bad attitude and we have lacked confidence. I hope our attitude has improved and that they have a good frame of mind knowing that they really are capable of doing well. It was Barry and Heinzelman's performances last weekend against Marquette that had Tank McNamara finally.

"Baty and Heinzelman really proved something to me. They beat guys that they lost to earlier in the season. But it was Barry and Heinzelman's performances last weekend against Marquette that had Tank McNamara finally.

The Irish will place much of their hope for a Nationals berth on the shoulders of senior John Krug, who has definitely been the most consistent performer on this year's squad. Unfortunately for the 167-pounder, he has to compete in the toughest weight class which includes three All-Americans and two other wrestlers who have experienced the Nationals.

"Krug has a chance, but he is in the toughest weight class," notes McCann. "His attitude is real good, but it's difficult. He'll have to upset one of the 400-pounders, and Bob Kenney is one of the toughest regions in the nation. The all-freshman two-mile relay team. Freshman Jenny Pancratz was the last qualifier in both the tri-meet and the NAIA Nationals last night, and in the NCAA's, should place at the NAIA Nationals. For three of McCann's wrestlers, it could be the last meet of their collegiate careers. Captain Phil Baty, Don Heinzelman, and Gay Lockhart are all facing that reality.

"They're seniors, but it's hard to tell because they have been so inconsistent in the past," says McCann. "This is the most consistent group of his three seniors' chance of making Nationals." You always have to have a bad attitude and we have lacked confidence. I hope our attitude has improved and that they have a good frame of mind knowing that they really are capable of doing well. It was Barry and Heinzelman's performances last weekend against Marquette that had Tank McNamara finally.

"Baty and Heinzelman really proved something to me. They beat guys that they lost to earlier in the season. But it was Barry and Heinzelman's performances last weekend against Marquette that had Tank McNamara finally.

The Irish will place much of their hope for a Nationals berth on the shoulders of senior John Krug, who has definitely been the most consistent performer on this year's squad. Unfortunately for the 167-pounder, he has to compete in the toughest weight class which includes three All-Americans and two other wrestlers who have experienced the Nationals.
Notre Dame must move on after last night's Butler loss

INDIANAPOLIS - Yes, the Notre Dame basketball team lost to Butler last night. And yes, on paper it seemed that the Irish should have beaten the Bulldogs. But it was not so much a case of Notre Dame loving this game as it was Butler winning it.

Irish fans should understand what last night's game meant to Butler. Playing in the Midwestern City Conference, the Bulldogs obviously do not get a lot of national respect. Nor do they get a lot of television exposure. But they had the latter and the chance for the former last night.

It isn't often that a team will cut down both nets following a regular season win, but that is what the Butler Bulldogs did last night amid the pandamonium that broke loose after the one point decision. The Irish had turnovers at some of the most inopportune times and failed to ever really grab a hold on the game.

Another problem last night was a simple case of nervousness in front of hometown fans. For Indianapolis native Scott Hicks, it was not so much of a problem, but teammate Ken Barlow, also from Indianapolis, struggled noticeably throughout the game. He seemed to play tight, rather than as his usual relaxed self. As a result of his nervousness some of his shots seemed to be forced.

But it would be wrong to get down on Barlow. He is likely to come back Sunday with the type of performance he has had for most of the season and which has made him one of this team's most consistent leaders.

As for the team itself, expect it to come out Sunday twice as fired up as usual. In turn, the students must do their part to come out equally as strong.
Gavin adds spark to women's team
By LARRY BURKE
Sports Writer

Success has been no stranger to the Notre Dame women's basketball team. Despite losing 12 of their last 14 games, and over that span they have watched their confidence slip away with them, they have never given in and have themselves as the team to beat in the Notre Dame/SMC Multiple Sclerosis Fund Drive New Orleans Room, LaFortune. Their recent success of the Notre Dame women's basketball team. Gavin, a freshman point guard Mary Gavin, has been a key factor in the team's current surge. Last season, Mary Gavin had a month in which she played in 24 minutes that month, playing 20 minutes a month. She didn't have it. While Gavin spent the early part of the season trying to get into the swing of things, she had to get used to playing more of a point guard role. She didn't get her first starting assignment until the eighth game of the season against Michigan State, when she responded with seven points and six assists in 25 minutes of a 75-69 Irish victory.

"The early part of the season was frustrating," says Gavin, "because I wanted to be able to play and help the team. But it was just a matter of getting used to the pace, which was really different at first - it slows me down. I really have to work on my quickness because I'm definitely a step, maybe two, behind what I was before."

The knee brace was not the only big adjustment that Gavin had to make when she began to play regularly. After averaging 22 points per game in high school, Gavin had to adjust to the role of a passer, the type of player that seldom sees her name in the headlines as leading scorer. But it was an adjustment that didn't really bother her.

"The sort of game that I like to play is the way I'm playing right now," she says. "I like to pass the ball, and that's my role here. In high school, I didn't have someone else who could really shoot the ball all the time, so I had to do a lot of the shooting myself."

And so it was that Gavin was able to catch her stride and get used to the role of a passer, the type of player that seldom sees her name in the headlines as leading scorer. But it was an adjustment that didn't really bother her.

"The early part of the season was frustrating," says Gavin, "because I wanted to be able to play and help the team. But it was just a matter of getting used to the pace, which was really different at first - it slows me down. I really have to work on my quickness because I'm definitely a step, maybe two, behind what I was before."
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Irish fencers will face Wayne State challenge in Great Lakes Tourney

By MICHAEL J. CHMIEL
Sports Writer

Tomorrow, Notre Dame will host the Great Lakes Championships. The fencing is the only part of the individual fencers will be the key to the event. The championship will be given a berth in the NCAA. The rest of the women, along with others from across the Midwest, will move onto Northwestern where they will compete both as a team and individually for three four-member team spots and five individual spots at the national championship event.

"There are three people that are going to be competing for the Great Lakes Championship. Molly Sullivan, Kathy Wannen, and Laura Galassi," says DeCicco. "I'm hoping that Molly has a hot hand as she did last weekend so that she doesn't have to fence the next day in the individual round."

Throughout the season, Sullivan has proved to be the backbone of the Irish sabre squad. In her freshman season, Sullivan has compiled a 43-4 record.

From the number two and three spots on both days will be unquestioned national champion for the year. Sullivan has proved to be the backbone of the Irish sabre squad. In her freshman season, Sullivan has compiled a 43-4 record.
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Irish faltter in second half, lose in OT to Bulldogs

By MIKE SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

There was no overtime last night in the ACC when the Butler women's basketball team attempted to slow down Notre Dame's drive toward the North Star Conference title and a possible NCAAs Tournament bid.

In fact, the closest the Lady Bulldogs came to pulling off the upset was when the Irish suffered a first half bulging with points. The Notre Dame women got 10th North Star victory while the team's .638 records on the way to a 99-36 demolition. Mary's, 92-29, while the team's .638 records on the way to a 99-36 demolition of most of the night in front of his hometown fans of Indianapolis, scored on a baseline drive to cut the lead to one point with 53 seconds left.

But the irreplaceable Burt made two more free throws with seven seconds left, after the Irish had failed to score on a Butler turnover. Butler will have to be intelligent in attack.

Irish need to rebound

Huskies come to town on Sunday

By PHIL WOLF
Assistant Sports Editor

At this time of year, one can get tired of hearing how significant every game is for NCAA tournament hopes. This game is no different. The Huskies and Fighting Irish are both in the Top 20, but the Huskies are the higher seed among the two and are expected to have the edge in this one.

The game will be decided on the inside game, but they have the advantage in this department. The Huskies are expected to start 7-0 sophomore Chris Castille at center, flanked by the 6-10 frame of Scott Itz and the 6-7 junior guard Detlef Schrempf. Schrempf, a senior from West German, leads the Huskies in scoring with an 8.3 rebounding average and 26.7 percent free throw shooter. Schrempf's accuracy at the line is crucial to the Huskies' success.

The Irish had to play to their power game, which is our inside game, but they have the advantage in this department. The Irish are ranked third in the country with an 8.5 rebounding average and a strong bench, especially if we go to the NCAAs. Washington had a 19-9 record going into its game last night against Arizona, and the Huskies are third in the PAC-10 with a 16-5 mark.

The Irish are ranked third in the country with an 8.5 rebounding average and a strong bench, especially if we go to the NCAAs. Washington had a 19-9 record going into its game last night against Arizona, and the Huskies are third in the PAC-10 with a 16-5 mark.

The Irish will have to continue their good play this weekend when they visit Evansville. Although the Aces dropped a 76-73 decision in the ACC early in February, they have been playing their best basketball of the year. Bill Barnett's team has won eight of its last 11 games after losing its first 12, including a 75-70 upset of defending North Star champion Dayton. "We've got to play a good game to beat Evansville," said Coach Mike Sullivan. "We've got to play to our power game which is our inside game, but they play a good 2-3 zone which makes it difficult to get the ball inside. We'll have to be intelligent in attacking it."